
In order to incentive business and despite the health crisis and the lockdown, it is 
important not to stop communication and sales, particularly on an occasion like Black 

Friday which is a period that KOLs and brands look forward to. 
By choosing influencer marketing for their Black Friday strategy, brands:

Black Friday on social media in 2019

Profit from a period of 

strong engagement 

to improve on 

performance for their 

campaigns

A much-anticipated event by brands and influencers a like. It is the 
perfect occasion to stand out from the crowd with a creative and 
inspirational campaign.

KEY FIGURES ON THIS EVENT

Black Friday on Instagram in 2019

A golden opportunity to get started 
on Influencer Marketing

Published posts about 
Black Friday

97,948

The number of engagements 
doubled each week during the 
three weeks preceding Black 

Friday

X2

Of engagements linked to 
Black Friday come from 

Instagram

87%

Most engaging hashtags:

#christmaspresent     #christmasshopping      #blackfridaysale

1.14%
Average engagement rate on Black 

Friday posts on Instagram

Address younger 

audiences and 

communicate on 

their Black Friday 

specials

Use an authentic 

channel that 

generates significant 

ROI

Work with genuine 

content creators who 

have a strong 

prescriptive authority

Black Week is a time when sponsored posts and engagements run high, particularly 
for the lifestyle, fashion, beauty and travel industries. Trends that must certainly be 
confirmed during the next edition of Black Friday, on November 27th, 2020. Perfect 
occasion for the brands who wish to get started on influencer marketing as well as 
for those who already implement it on their strategy. Even though we live on 
uncertain times due to the health crisis, it is important for companies to continue 
communicating and profit from the fewer sale windows that open.

This brochure was made by analyzing the posts published on a period of 7 weeks around Black Friday 
from November 29th, 2019 by +1.5M KOLs on social media (Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, Youtube and 
TikTok). On Instagram, 6349 posts from 2653 French, German, English and Spanish influencers were 

analyzed.

If you wish to receive the full results: 
marketing@kolsquare.com

Conclusion

84%
images

4%
stories

10%
videos

65%
lifestyle

44%
fashion

37%
beauty

THE BRANDS MOST MENTIONED DURING BLACK 
FRIDAY IN THE UK IN 2019

Overall number of 
engagements linked to Black 

Friday posts on all social 
networks

126.3 M

THE POSTS

THE KOLS AND THEIR AUDIENCES

THE RESULTS

TOP 10

PUBLICATIONS

INDUSTRIES

81% 
have between 5 

and 100k followers

71% 42%

12%
have between 11k 
and 1M followers

AMONG THEM

504 
INFLUENCERS 

COMMUNICATED ABOUT 

BLACK FRIDAY

71% of 
influencers are 

women

42% of influencers 
are between 25 and 

34 years old

25-34
years

Travel

Culture

Lifestyle

FoodFashion

Fitness

Beauty

Family

Industries that
 profit the most

#BlackFriday


